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Taken at Middle Wallop 21 September 2008.  1940 Sailplane
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JIMMIE ALLEN MASS LAUNCH COMPETITION

MIDDLE WALLOP SUNDAY 24TH AUGUST 2008.
Report by Roy Tiller

Seven competitors entered for the Jimmie Allen Mass Launch Competition. The JA Special was the 
most popular model with four entries followed by the Skokie with three entries. Six flyers, with their 
models, assembled for the group photo at 12 noon. Chris Strachan was out retrieving, but with the 
photos taken and with a short delay until 12.15p.m, Chris returned and all the models got away in the 
dry but windy conditions. Skokies took the first two places followed by two JA Specials in third and 
fourth places. 
Chris Strachan says that his winning Skokie was built from an Easy Built Kit and weighs 55grms 
without the rubber. He uses 6 strands of 1/8th  rubber 32inches long, yes! 32inches long, that is over 
twice the distance between hooks. The motor is pretensioned and will take about 1600 turns to give a 
70 second motor run driving the Igra 9 ½ inch plastic prop which has been cut down to 8 ¼ inch 
diameter. Chris also uses a very long motor in his under 25 inch Fledgling to good affect, so it looks 
like a very long motor is the way to go.
Thank you to all who entered and it was especially pleasing to see two ladies amongst the entrants, 
one of whom made third place. 
Do join us next year for an enjoyable one flight competition.

                             T.Horsey      L.Smith      B.Tiller   A.Stevens  T.Stevens   R.Tiller

Results.

1st Chris Strachan Skokie 1.24
2nd Roy Tiller Skokie   .58
3rd Barbara Tiller JA Special  42
4th Ted Horsey JASpecial  .28
5th Lindsey Smith Skokie   .26
6th Ted Stevens JASpecial  .22
7th Anne Stevens JASpecial .12

                          Chris Strachan with his Jimmie Allen winnings
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Wireless Assist and Control line at Middle Wallop  by Tony Tomlin

On Sunday 24th August, during the three day SAM 1066 Eurochamps meeting at Middle Wallop, 
Sam 35 ran a wireless assist and a control line meeting, [and also courtesy of the Army Air Corps 
MAC]. The day got off to a poor start with rain. This made setting up the site, with the transmitter 
control tent and putting up the necessary barrier tapes for car parking and flight line safety etc,. an 
unenviable job. Thanks to the efforts of all present, this was carried out rapidly and as if by magic the 
rain stopped! 
Radio Assist

            The radio meeting was for any type of Vintage R/C aircraft and included the eighth round of the 
popular series for the Mills .75 powered, 36” Vic Smeed Tomboys [Tomboy3]. It also included a 
competition for the Tomboy scaled up by 1/3rd by David Boddington and called the Tomboy Senior, 
[48” span, a slight reduction in dihedral being the only noticeable change and powered by the Mills 
1.3].                                                
Pam Tomlin and Jane Robinson in the transmitter control tent were kept busy during the day as 38 
fliers signed on with a total  of 65 models.  These ranged from the largest,  a twice size Mercury 
Aeronca Sedan, flown by Tom Airey and built by Phil Smith, [who was on hand to see it fly], to the 
smallest, a Sharkface flown by Colin Hutchinson. Ten Junior/Super 60s were seen as was the Laser 
diesel powered Majestic Major of Nick Skyrme. Sam 35 Chairman, John Huntley was seen flying his 
Quaker flash. The Miles Kestrel of John Ralph looked nice in flight as did the Alex J Barker, 1938 
designed, BB, from Australia, flown by Ian Andrews. The most popular model present was the Vick 
Smeed Tomboy with seventeen 36” Tomboys and eight 48” Tomboy Seniors.
Tomboy3s
The Tomboy 3 competition was very well supported with fliers having to achieve two maxes in 
preliminary flights and land in a designated area to reach the mass launch fly off. [The max was set 
at 3mins 30secs due to the wet weather conditions at the start of the day]. As soon as the flying 
started the weather improved and all who entered made the fly off!
13 models lined up for the fly off with all the regulars present and three new entrants for   2008, 
Brian  Brundell  from the  North  Wilts  club,  John  Strutt  from Canvey  Island  MFC and  Andrew 
Boddington from Reading.
 Nick Skyrme was the starter and, as before, fliers were allowed 90 seconds to start their engines 
followed by a  10 second countdown launching  when the  10 second warning  board was rapidly 
lowered.  The wind,  which  had been measured  at  10-12 mph immediately before the 90 second 
countdown, gusted at an estimated 20mph as the models were launched.  John Wingate was down 
very quickly, having unfortunately launched with his engine running backwards, followed by Tony 
Tomlin, who descended with an elevator problem. James Parry was totally out of luck having made 
the fly off with minutes to spare and now grounded, as his engine would only start backwards. Chris 
Hague  was  the  next  down  with  John  Strutt,  Stephen  Powell  and  Andrew  Boddington  having 
difficulty penetrating the gusty wind. Andrew shortly afterwards had his flight terminated by a tree 
after drifting behind the rear flying area line!
 At around 2 minutes the air become silent as the Mills engines used the last drop from their 3cc 
tanks. Tom Airey and David Boddington were highest, with Paul Netton close in only his second 
meeting. With only six models now still in contention, the next down was Peter Rose, followed 3 
seconds later by Brian Brundell at 2mins 28 secs and Dave Stock at 2mins 47secs. The models of 
John  Strutt  and  Stephen  Powell  had  now  drifted  behind  the  rear  flying  area  line  and  were 
disqualified.
Paul Netton landed at 4minutes dead to claim 3rd place, with David Boddington down 55 seconds 
later giving Tom Airey victory at 6mins 40 secs.  All agreed that although this had probably been one 
of the shortest fly offs to date. It certainly did not lack excitement.
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Tomboy Senior 
   After the excitement of the Tomboy3 fly off the six competitors in the Tomboy Seniors were hoping 

for better conditions for their fly off. In the last hour, the wind had reduced and was now a steady 8 - 
10mph.  David  Boddington,  Tony  Tomlin  and  Tom  Airey  were  all  flying  models,  which  had 
previously flown in competition. Stephen Powell, John Strutt and Colin Shepherd were having their 
first attempt at Tomboy Senior.
James Parry was the starter at this event and soon after he raised the 90second start up board all 
engines were running. With around 30seconds to the launch, the engine ‘Gremlins’ arrived, John 
Strutt’s engine stopped dead and Tony Tomlin’s engine started to lose power. As the seconds ticked 
away John managed to get his engine to run and Tony’s had improved but was still down on revs.
The launch was an anticlimax, all six models getting cleanly away and climbing in near formation. 
John Strutt  was  lowest  and  soon to  land,  at  2mins  52secs,  after  his  engine  stopped first.  Colin 
Shepherd was next to land, at 10seconds under 5minutes, and Stephen Powell, who had his engine 
set on the rich side, landed at 5mins 1sec. The remaining three climbed away, David Boddington a 
good deal higher, after careful engine tweaking gave him a longer engine run and Tom Airey and 
Tony Tomlin were very close.  Tom beat  Tony for 2nd place on the final  turn with an 8 second 
advantage and a smiling David gently descended, landing just under 2 minutes after Tom. It was 
thought that the Tomboy Senior class has a great future, due to its larger size being easier on the eyes 
at altitude and because it has proved to have a better glide.
A light hearted prize giving followed with the awards being handed out by Jane Robinson.
Control Line
James Parry had laid out a circle for the control line fliers but unfortunately, with the gusty wind, 
conditions were far  from ideal.  John Huntley flew his  Fancy Pants,  Stan Robinson flew an F2b 
model  and  Colin  Hutchinson  was  seen  circulating  with  a  Peacemaker.  Many other  control  line 
models were seen in the backs of cars but were not flown due to the conditions. The control line 
fliers present were very enthusiastic and all agreed they would really like this meeting to take place 
again next year  [or more often if possible]. It was felt that it is an ideal way of getting all the control 
fliers to meet and have a good days flying together and since the meeting James Parry has had four 
phone calls reiterating the above.
Many thanks must go to Mike Parker and friends for arranging this meeting.

           
 Mission Control                                      Paul Netton and Tomboy     Tony T and John Huntley

David Kinsella’s Column

Top props
I’ve just discovered Tru-Flo wooden props marketed by Keil Kraft.  Where have they been hiding? 
An 8x10 before me carries the famous KK stamp and is quite magnificent.  Very hard and perfectly 
shaped, did Keil Kraft make them or buy them in?  Highly recommended!  A prop you can trust.
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Great Days
Bill Dean writing in Model Aircraft told of a staggering ten thousand at the 
1952 Nats.  Events were going on all over RAF Waterbeach, our KK 
designer and scribe recording Dick Edmonds’ success in Class A, Cyril West 
likewise in Class B, good work by Fred Carter carrying Ron Davenport’s 
Speed model to a UK record at 159 mph, and further success by Pete Wright 
with famous ED Racered Gook.  One of the striking Class A models there 
was Terry Smith’s Olympian (blue and box lined in white).

The Olympian
Drawn on RR Filton paper (that’s y boy!) a shaved ED 246 on dural plates allows a pinched in 
fuselage.  As pictured here, how can a model that old look so good!  Terry Smith was a sign writer 
and member of the South Bristol club founded in 1947.

Simple Solution
Voted the greatest sports car ever, good for 250 
mph thirty years ago, the huge power of the 
Porsche 917 was known to crack its chassis.  But 
how could you tell?  Pressurise the chassis tubes 
and attach a gauge.  Pressure drops.  Time to stop! 
In twin turbo form the flat 12 would crank out 
1100 bhp, firing the car to 200 mph in 12 seconds. 
A sales brochure was available, but you had to be 
very good boy indeed to get one of these.

Eagle Days
Sectioned in Eagle and seen on the deck of 
HMS Eagle, here we have a Fleet Air Arm 
Wyvern ready for take off.  Memorable for its 
giant fin and rudder, detail on this memorable 
model will appear next month.  At 44ft span and 
the weight of four Spitfires the Westland fighter 
saw action in Suez.  Kicking off at the tail of the 
piston era, its turboprop days bowed to the 
speedy development of pure jet propulsion.

Imperial Ways
Roger Middlebrook’s picture depicts a Handley 
Page HP42 over Croydon, home of Imperial 
Airways.  For long distance work across the 
oceans to Africa, China and India 28 Short C 
Class flying boats were used, these famous 
machines designed by Sir Arthur Gouge. 
Employing 170 pilots this world airline 
maintained a London office in Victoria station, 
the Southern Railway covering the 10 miles to 
the aerodrome on Purley way.  So far attracting 
little publicity a mighty repro HP42 is in 
process of construction.  What a sight that will 
be!
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Wonderful Stuff
Despite what The Goons insisted all those years ago, you can get the wood – at least Colin Buckle 
can.  Inspection of my Falcon kit revealed magnificent pieces finely cut to shape plus an abundance 
of strip and sheet.  Acres of plans, of course, plenty of wire too, the whole held together in a roomy 
box far too good to be discarded when the Falcon of Fairlop has been erected.  Hail Falcon, King of 
Kites!

Props North
From London to Clydebank the 23-ton props of HMS Hood 
trundled by traction engine in the summer of 1918.  In speed 
trials off of Arran the mighty ship would crack along at 
37mph, the big blades turning at 2,000 rpm as the best 
Arabian oil was consumed at 1.5 tons a minute.  With a fly-
off platform on B turret for a Flycatcher and a float plane and 
catapult on the quarter deck the Mighty Hood – famous for 
taking it green in even moderate seas – dispensed with the air 
facility by 1932.

Classical RAF
A farmer pre-war in hull young Sydney Carlin joined the Royal Engineers and was commissioned in 
1916.  Fierce trench fighting claimed a leg.  Soon mobile on a wooden peg and with a DCM on his 
chest Carlin joined the RFC and trained as a fighter pilot.  An instructor until posted to 74 squadron 
flying SE5s, tall ‘Timbertoes’ was in the groove claiming 10 victories in as many weeks.  Surviving 
a mid-air collision with his CO, a DV11 put Sydney in a PoW camp.  Later Carlin farmed in Kenya. 
In world War Two he flew Defiants and Wellingtons, over Germany with Sqn Ldr Percy Pickard of 
No Moon Tonight movie fame.  N parade for King George V in France in 1918, captain Carlin MC 
DFC DCM sported a walking cane.  He died in a raid on Cambridge in 1941.

Pipe-Like
The Taplin-Baker hydro-jet, not unlike the item granddad puffed away at by the fire, was a chromed 
device about 9 inches long made for model boats by Birchington Engineering Co of Albion Road, 
Birchington, Kent.  Easily installed (stem out the back of the boat, open bowl matched to a hole cut 
in the bottom of the hull).  A Taplin or other motor was then hooked up to a shaft, which drove a 
prop inside the pipe stem.  When running, water would be drawn up and forced along to the exit 
point, where a rudder could be fitted.  Dowty and others made full size units.

Stork Park Satisfies
As always lots to enjoy at the regular Guildford show in July.  Mighty in length at 12 ft was BR 
Britannia express engine Coer de Leon, a dozen years in the making and insured for £40,000. 
Britannia used the loco in office promotions, mortgage info picturing the 4-6-2.  Model bike and aero 
engines ran sweetly on Castrol R and hordes of traction engines puffed around in style.  Plenty of 
trade stand support.

A Big Show
Good types gather to enjoy the best in aviation art at the Mall 
Galleries, London, where the 400 works are hung by The 
Guild of Aviation Artists each year.  There’s shows 
elsewhere but this is the big one, support from Rolls-Royce, 
Dowty, BAE, Augusta Westland and more providing a 
spread to remember.  Bill Cambray, pictured here, fending 
off an Albatross at 17,000 ft is of the stuff you’ll find there. 
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Bill won the MC.  This year Cross & Cockade put up a special prize for the scenes from the Great 
War.

Top Secret Times
From his home in Audley Road, Ealing, young Alan Blumlein did his degree in half the time at 
Imperial then joined EMI.  Son of a German engineer and diamond bright, the new boy at the Hayes 
site was soon heading work on stereo, modern TV (only 3,000 UK sets in 1937) and the H2S bomb 
aiming system, this massive advance unaffected by weather conditions.  On a test flight his Halifax 
crashed in the Wye Valley.  Apart from Churchill few knew of the work he did.  Unlike the Baird TV 
system – which employed film – young Alan’s was all electric and is regarded by some as the true 
start of the square eyeball that now sits in the corner.

Windy – So What!
Old Warden was a touch wet and windy this year it’s true, 
but the gathering of good sticks on the Sunday was 
enjoyable and memorable and, of course, ideal for a natter. 

As we would 
expect Dick 
Roberts has 
kept busy, 
and here we 
have two examples of his industry:  his Doling 58 (a 
brace of joined up 29’s) and a Barbani powered replica 
of G Cellini’s 1956 Speed job – what a beauty!  Put 
your money on Messrs Finch, Gedge, Jupp, Lever, 
McDonald, Parry and Moulton being there – and they 
were – and landing huge MS wheels put me in 
condition for the raffle.  Team Race Ted 2, you ay 

have noticed, carried a prop ready for immediate use.

On The Cards
It’s all easy A-Levels and flak jackets now, but in the 
age of Eagle a Latin primer and a catapult would cosy 
up with cigarette cards in a young lad’s satchel.  John 
Player of Nottingham produced many sets, their 
Sportsmen in full colour featuring such characters as 
Don Bradman  (Twice as good as the next best) and 
Stanley Matthews.  All different now, and when I 
wrote Britain’s Railways for Imperial Tobacco in 
1988 I soon realised that I was at the end of the line. 
Several aeroplane sets were produced and are now 
highly collectable.
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Thanks to Gian-Paolo Capitani  from Rome for allowing it to be reproduced.

Folaga rubber waterplane, Italian model.   It dates from 1945 and again thanks to Gian-Paolo 
Capitani from Rome for allowing it to be reproduced.  
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Jimmy Allen Racer by Geoff Northmore

                            Looking for something new to take to Old warden for the 2000 Vintage weekend. I 
found this 3 view, published in the June 2000 Sam Speaks, and scaled it up from that small drawing 

by hand - I measured in mm. and applied a K factor 
to give me the wingspan I wanted. I reduced the tail 
plane, fin and rudder areas, but stuck closely to the 
general building plan.
The pilot’s headrest was not very clear to me so I 
settled for a turtle deck knowing no better at the 
time. The model proved a simple build for 3 
channel radio and was tissue covered then fuel 
proofed. An MVVS 1.5 R/C diesel powered 
it turnin g 
a 9 by 4 

prop..
First flights at my local field were very successful as the 
model proved to be stable, despite the lack of much 
dihedral, and quite aerobatic too. It also had a fantastic 
rate of spin. The model was taken to O.W. where Ken 
Sheppard - then editor of A.M.I. - flew it and published it 
in the January 2001 edition complete with a pull out plan.

As I 

started to clear out my models prior to doing a 
moonlit flit to New Zealand I handed the 
Jimmy over to Tim Hooper who "electrified" 
it and again it performed well. Tim took it to a 
Walsall electric meeting where its rate of spin 
was videoed by a chap and this can be 
found on the www.RCgroups.com  website - 
makes your eyes water - just search for Jimmy 

Allen and you'll find it. 
I have only a couple of photos of my model, but the highly decorated Jimmy was built by one of my 
fellow Auckland club members, but I do not know if he's flown it. I have an enlarged plan, which I'll 

build some day for a 4 stroke, 4 channel version 
which should also be a good performer - I hope! 
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From Peter Branigan 4 July 2008

I wonder what your average S&T reader might think of the 
attached scene photographed at last night's Liverpool & 
DMAS meeting?
 The Lanc had of necessity been assembled and rigged upside 
down supported by several of the more muscular members 
and is here seen being turned over to enable the attachment of 
the wing tip extensions.
 It's for control-line and will be flown on 180' 16g single 
strand lines. (OK, so I made up that last bit... it's another RC 
monster).
 

For Sale £20 o.n.o Frog 
Tomtit scaled up X4.
This model is 95% complete. It 
was bought on Ebay but due to 
space considerations I have 
decided it must go. It has been 
built for F/F but could easily be 
converted to R/C [who said 

wash your mouth out!!]. 
It comes complete with full size plans. Due to its bulk it would require collection or I could deliver 
locally.      contact Tony Tomlin 02086413505  email       pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com
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Scale Day – Old Warden     Article by Michael Cummings

Exceptionally calm and hot and humid weather welcomed modellers to Old Warden on Sunday 27th 

July.  Attendance appeared to be down on previous years particularly with the Control-Line event 
(only one competitor).  Malcolm Jagger from Raynes Park 
MAC brought  his  new Veron Tru-scale  Aeronca intended 
for the Masefield Trophy Competition – see below.

 

Aeronca

                 The Masefield Trophy 

Although a scale event there were the usual number of vintage designs being flown.  Reg Webster of 
Raynes Park MAC flew his MP Jet powered Tomboy.  This performed well but unfortunately the 
model hit a deck chair that was being carried by a lady neatly severing four inches off each wing tip I 

flew  an  elderly  Mamselle,  powered  by  a  DC  Dart, 
which within the confines of the aerodrome performed 
well.   However,  due to the number of modellers  in a 
small  area,  it  hit  somebody  on  the  head,  fortunately 
without injury or damage. 

Hot  Reg  returning  with  his  Tomboy  before  damage 
stopped flying

Bryan Passey

I thought your readers 
might like to see one 
of my latest efforts 
for Rapier power, 
well twin Rapier 
power to be exact.
The model was built 
from a Wilmot 
Monsour kit plan 
originally designed 
for two Jetex 50’ s.the 
plans being supplied by Peter Williams in Cardiff. It is built as per drawing including the 
pendulum rudder. It is covered in Esaki tissue applied wet and spray finished in Humbrol enamel 
thinned with cellulose thinners. Interestingly the canopy is an original as was supplied in the kit and 
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is occupied by a pilot supplied by Lindsay Smith of Small Scale Custom Services Despite building 
the tail end as light as possible the model required a fair amount of nose weight. The original kit was 
supplied with I think, two or three steel disc that were intended to be fitted in the forward intake, so 
the designers had the same problems.  Test glides have shown to be good but there is no indication of 
any input from the pendulum rudder, perhaps that may show up under power flights. I will keep your 
readers informed of progress. 

Following on from the Sauders Roe SR1 Rapier powered model, here's another recent effort. It's the 
Canadair CL125 flying boat. Built from a plan from the Sams catalogue. The model is powered by a 
pair of KPO 1 electric motors being fed by 4 
270mh cells. It is covered in Esaki light-
weight tissue, with the same being used for 
the colour trim. The tinted windscreen was 
cut from an old tinted, self-adhesive motor-
cycle visor that is very thin and ideal to rep-
licate the original. The dummy radial en-
gines obtained from Small Scale Custom 
Services came out really well after rubbing 
over with soft pencil lead applied with the finger. For those who enjoy a good old build I would re-
commend the Canadair it is most satisfying.  But the proof of the pudding will be at the forthcoming 
fun-fly at RAF Machrihanish on the Mull of Kintyre (6th-7th Sept 08) where I hope it will take to the 
skies on it's first water bombing sortie.

From Bill Deal of Tasmania

Have attached plan of 
small FF Scramble 
model "Hot Rod" from 
Model News
(Australia) 1957 I

Also photos from Launceston Model Aero Club (Tasmania) on recent Free Flight
Scramble / Old Timer day(16 August 2008)
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                                           Tony Gray with Cardinal

Cardinal in flight

 Gerry deGroot (President of LMAC) with Tomboy (with 
rounded
wingtips!)

 
Scott Webberley with new Tomboy (good to see the brown 
haired members interested in free flight!

Taylor plus
Paageboy (with
Doonside Mills)
                  

Group of Free 
Flight 
Scramblers on 
very cold 
Tasmanian 
August day -
mind you 
retrieving FF 
models has a 
tendency to 
raise the temperature somewhat!

Tony Gray with new Buzzard Bombshell with his own 
design and built 49 Diesel up front - twin ball race, rear 
rotary valve with very neat compact vertical carby. Swings 
15" prop with ease and superb idle. Plenty of
power for the BB, also used in Miss America.
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Tony's TG 49 
up close

 Buzzard 
Bombshell good 
to go!

   

Madcap, another Vic Smeed design this from April 1952.  I totally 
redrew the plan, as the original was a bit tatty on digitising although 
the overall appearance will be familiar.
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Hi James From Geoff Goldsmith

You have been talking in S&T about the Veron 
Hawker Tomtit, this is mine about 3 years old OS48 
surpass 2.4 ghz finished in the colours when Neville 
Duke had it.  Has the spitfire headrest and canopy 
from its time with Alex Henshaw.
I got the kit from a house clearer with an unused 
original very early OS60 FS, the open rocker model.

Second picture, paint is Klass Kote, fully fuel proof as 
used on my mercury, now repaired from Deanland, 
cause of crash thought to be automotive electronics 
interfering with uhf radio on 459mhz

Another from my stable, it has had 2 flights 
to date, poor rigging angles and rear cg 
made first a bit hairy, much better on 
second. 
I hope to try again this week.  
The model is in the old warden colours, 
Saito 62, weight heavy

Please note that the amended 2008 Barton Calendar is as follows: (Peter 
Branigan)

5th Oct    BMFA Centralised F2C/F2B/Class 2 Stunt
12th Oct     Barton BGY/OGY/F2C-N Team Race
19th Oct    Barton B & Classic 15 Team Race       
28th Dec    Barton Cold Turkey Racing Day

More comment on Boddo Mills 75 by Chris Murphy

Gary Burrows, the Christchurch MAC bulletin editor forwarded the August issue of Sticks and 
Tissue (#21) for my comment as I have the only Boddo Mills in the Christchurch (NZ -not UK!) 
club....I would have to say that I have to disagree in almost every respect-other than the easy starting-
with the sentiments expressed by your users as reported in S&T #21. My example came from Boddo 
via Ebay, Knowing its CS origins I carefully stripped it and checked for swarf, dirt and debris before 
running-on this occasion it proved unnecessary-as the engine was clean as a whistle internally. From 
new, the engine had a pronounced pinch at TDC, indicative of a tapered bore, but was otherwise 
unremarkable. The main bearing fit is silky smooth-about the best I have ever seen in a plain bearing 
engine. On a Cox black nylon 8x4, it starts and runs easily and with impressive smoothness 
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compared to other Mills-and a pleasant surprise-cuts cleanly when the tank is empty, with no 
ongoing 'burble' Mine has now had about 40 mins running on homebrew Model Technics D1000-and 
still loses a little power towards the end of the run-indicative that still more running in is required.
   For me now, the only issue is how long before I succumb to temptation and buy a Boddo.375 
Mills..........

Reprise by Brian Austin

Thought you might like something a bit original. We were 
talking amongst ourselves earlier this year, at our little group 
of flyers, regarding low wing FF models. The list of what 

was available is 
pretty small, so I set 
to work and drew 
up something that I 
thought might be 
successful, in the 
light that they are 
not that stable or 
reliable for that matter.
What transpired was the REPRISE, a name to conjure up 
the spirit of the 
50's. Power is 

the ubiquitous Mills .75, span 42" and it fly's very well, 
apart from the engine being reluctant to run for any 

length of time. 
Had to add some 
weight to the 
front to bring 
CG forward, to 
get it to glide 
OK about 40 
grams, moment 
arm could be shorter, to get rid of that
Very tolerant of trim changes.
 

From Chris Penhall

Here's dad’s British and world record holding flying wing 
by Josh Marshall, 1949.  Something different for free flight 
with Mills1.3, regards Chris Penhall.
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Middle Wallop Sunday 21 September 2008

After the disappointment of many of the previous meetings due to awful weather this Sunday proved 
to be almost perfect.  Summer had at last arrived with the longest spell of bright weather I can re-
member for over a year, amounted to about a consecutive 9 days!
It was mainly a sport flying meeting although I did run the second of the Veron Junior Combi com-
petitions.
The photos I took are below.
The Junior Combi fly off was held in the afternoon and 6 made it.  Unfortunately Lindsey Smith’s 
motor broke as he was about to launch so only five made it into the air.
1st  Simon 1 minute 45 seconds OOS
2nd Barbara Tiller 1 minute 30 seconds
3rd Roy Tiller 1 minute 29 seconds
4th Bob Taylor 1 minute 24 seconds
5th Ken Taylor 1 minute 19 seconds
6th Lindsey Smith DNF

Next Junior Combi round will be at Middle wallop on October 12.

                                                  Winner Simon with his Cadillac
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Three shots of Peter Michel’s model.  Last shows the main wing leading edge DT.

                    
Vic Smeed’s new design. Can’t recall name but something like Soobaroo?

                    
 Consul                                              Peter Michel holding his 1938 Daily Express glider, 3/6d.  It 
                                               appeared on front cover alongside Chamberlain and “Peace in our time” 
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Another Consul being blown back and up 
immediately after release
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Tony Penhall’s Black Magic.  Bit of his Cloud Elf in background.
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Vic Smeed’s Cherub.  Mine was powered by a Mills 75 and was a typical cabin model, easy to trim 
and pleasant performance with no real concerns of it being taken away in a thermal if allowed to fly 
at about 50 – 75 ft.  I expect mine was too heavy?

 
Questions - Bricks on strings? By Dave Day

Talk to any F2B flyer (that’s FAI C/L Stunt to a real C/L flyer) about 'bricks on strings' and he will be 
outraged. Fair enough you might think, but in practically the same breath he will tell you that moving the 
leadout guide backwards or forwards will alter the way that the model 'hangs' on the lines. Er, but doesn't that 
mean that it’s a brick on a string? Now, if it’s a brick on a string and altering the leadout guide location 
changes the way, etc:
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Why does engine offset have any effect?
And, if its a brick on a string, etc, etc:
Why does a Rabe rudder work?  I should probably explain that a Rabe rudder moves the rudder to compensate 
for the gyroscopic precession of the propeller. It gives more rudder offset for down elevator. To be fair, few 
F2B flyers use these although the effect is well established. You have to assume that they don't believe a 
rudder will work on a brick.
Its interesting that some forty plus years ago the redoubtable Bill Netzeband published a much repeated article 
that showed that the only reason for moving the leadout guide was to avoid a bend in the lines where they 
passed through it.
One thing that seems to be generally ignored is that if moving the leadout position DOES have an effect on 
the models attitude it will move the elevator trim. On the most usual setup - pushrod from outside of bellcrank 
to below the elevator - moving the lines back will add down trim and vice versa.
There are a vast number of magazine and newsletter articles (not forgetting internet forums) from and to F2B 
flyers which not only compound the inconsistencies but also lead you to the conclusion that a simple brick has 
an awful lot of options. Personally, I've always felt that its main purpose was to point the motor in the right 
direction.
One last question:  Why do we continue to let these people disgrace us at world championship level?

1940 Berkeley Brigadier From Karl Gries

 56” ws, originally and Air Youth of America design I believe    

This model was constructed from a superb 
P&W Kit (Gene Wallock) and is covered 
in standard polyspan with Japanese tissue 
over that. The black trim is also Japanese 
tissue. This technique gets one the great 
Japanese tissue look and thanks for that 
Gene Wallock. One coat of thinned dope 
on the polyspan, then the Japanese tissue 
(adhered to the edges and water shrunk, 
then two more coats of thinned nitrate dope and Formula U fuel proofer (old stock) over that. The 
engine is a Micro 2cc diesel repro. The Micro was manufactured in Detroit for two years, first 
available in 1947. This is a great little engine. I have to rig up the dethermalizer fittings and eye 
dropper tank and it is strictly free flight. I built one of these when I was fourteen, circa 1951 and this 
is an account of what happened to the model:
"We ventured into gas models with a couple of real simple models. The pinnacle of our success was 
a standard Berkeley “Brigidier” gas model with a 56” wing span. Larry had an O&R .19 or .23 
ignition engine. My part was purchasing the Brigadier kit and necessary supplies. Len (Larry's dad) 
helped us a lot and we covered it with red silk span. Larry had an older sister who was into art and 
she helped us with some black trim. This model was built so well under Len’s expert supervision that 
it flew with very few adjustments. 
Larry was a kid who got bored with things quickly and always pushed the envelope. I can still 
remember him saying, “let’s fill it up with fuel and see how high it will fly.” I knew that this was not 
a good idea and should have stopped him. The result was we could no longer see the model in the 
sun filled sky but could still hear the engine with our young ears and of course the model was lost. 
His dad was furious with us but did take up his plane and look for it. In my memories I am still 
looking for it today. It would be years before I could get a rubber model to fly high enough to flirt 
with the mystery of the endless sky and go wherever the gypsy thermals take it." (from my AMA 
bio)
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These two plans of Brigadier and Super Brigadier were sent by Roland Friestad 
www.fullsizeplans.com
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From Bryan Targett

Thought this may interest you, I used PLASTI-KOTE which does not react with ABS to spray the 
Instrument Panel of my quarter scale Fournier. The 
instructions say apply a second coat WITHIN 4 
Hours or AFTER 36. I had NO intention of 
recoating it, but it developed a very small blemish (I 
knocked it) so I decided to overspray it to cover the 
mark, this was more than 3 weeks later. 
Immediately the spray touched the original it started 
to cockle, you can see where the new paint touched 
and I stopped immediately, TOO Late. I can rub it 
down and use something different.
I had intended to Spray the whole fuselage with 
another colour or white, just imagine the outcome if I needed to apply a second coat and this had 
happened!!!
The Company (which is part of the VALSPAR group came up with some half baked reason that the 
original coat must have reacted with some other chemical! I pointed out it did, their rotten paint.

The Ironic part is that I am a qualified chemist, 
my wife was a Paint Research chemist. This type 
of post reaction is one of the fundamental factors 
you strive to avoid, obviously Plasti-Kote did not 
strive enough.
So BE WARNED if you value your Model on no 
account use PLASTI-KOTE. It may not be a 
regular occurrence but the slight possibility of 
this occurring is enough reason to avoid using it. 
Pity really the first coat was pretty good.

INDOOR FLYING FREE FLIGHT ONLY

TUESDAY 14th OCTOBER 2008
 TUESDAY 11th NOVEMBER 2008
TUESDAY 9th DECEMBER 2008
TUESDAY 24th FEBRUARY 2009

TUESDAY 28th APRIL 2009
7pm to 10pm

ALLENDALE CENTRE, HANHAM RD, WIMBORNE BH21 1AS

FREE CAR PARKING IN PUBLIC CAR PARK IN ALLENDALE RD

PRIZES FOR LONGEST FLIGHT AND LONGEST SCALE FLIGHT,  FLIGHTHOOK IN 
ATTENDANCE                       Adult Flyers £3   Accompanied Juniors & Spectators £1

        CONTACTS:JOHN TAYLOR TEL.No 01202 511502
                             ROY TILLER e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
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Here is a PE Norman plan I very much doubt you have seen before?  Original loaned to me by Alan 
Jupp and appears to be PE’s working copy.  Note ribs still have grids.  There is another part of the 
plan showing construction.

A couple of photos from Tony Tomlin taken at Old Warden Festival of Fright 28 
September 2008
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Good morning from Mike Hawkins

As you will remember you published my vintage radio project and I thought as a follow-up readers 
might be interested where I got the majority of information from, so I have scanned the books that I 
have managed to collect on the subject, see attached. Also I would like to hear from anyone that is 
interested in the vintage “radio” side of radio control so I would be happy if you could publish my 
email address.         Michael.H@wacco.com.au
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Tomboy League results from Tony Tomlin (keeper of the league)

The final is this Sunday (5 October) at Cocklebarrow, here are the results to date

Tomboy

1  Tom Airey 66 points               
2 Tony Tomlin 62
3 David Boddington 56
4 Stephen Powell 48
5 Chris Hague 34
6 Paul Netton 32

Dave Stock 32
James Parry 32

9 John Bourne 20
Tony Overton 20

11 Geoff Stubbs 18
Peter Rose 18
Brian Brundell 18

14 John Wingate 16
15 Tony Coulsdon 14
16 John Strutt 8

George Ford 8
18 Colin Shepherd 4

Toby Collis 4
Andy Sephton 4

21 Bill Roe 2
22 Andrew Boddington 0

Nearly Last of all  

5 October is the last Cocklebarrow for the year
12 October is Middle Wallop
19 October a control line day at Wimborne MAC (Contact me 
James Parry for details)
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Photos from Richard Bavin

         
   Lovely picture drawn by Tony Penhall entitled “Scarab 
in the mist”, presented to Paul and Val Howkins in appre-
ciation for their efforts in organising Cocklebarrow Farm 
rallies

An unusual mod-
el seen at 
Cocklebarrow, 
but what is it?

Russell De-
mon builder 
Tom Payne
Comments as 
on photo of 
Mike W

“Mirror mirror on the wall 
who’s the fairest of them 
all”?   Two handsome 

models seen at Cocklebarrow Farm.  Mike W admires the unique Russel 
Demon a development of the well known Diamond demon, built by Tom 
Payne.   The finish on this model is quite outstanding.  A beautiful mod-
el which flies as well as it looks.  Model in the background is Mike’s 
Double Diamond

  

Dallaire Sporster under 
construction, Super Cyc-
lone 60 motor

Being 
built, al-
beit at a 
leisurely 
pace to 

take Super Cyclone Sparkie and also Brown Junior and 
open valve OS60FS.  Also with two tail units for radio 
and free flight so multi engine, multi purpose model 
when finished, hopefully later this year.
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A “bit of posh” what next monogram on Dallaire 
wheels

  

          

ETA 5cc 
diesel at Cocklebarrow again gorgeous!!  Hope I’ve identi-
fied it correctly.

Bus 10cc sparkie in enlarged Pee-Wee-Pal

Stentor 6cc Destined 
for Goshawk C/L

Super Cyclone in Dallaire Sporster free flight and radio as-
sist

                 Brown Junior awaiting transplant into Trevithic monoplane
 

 

OS K6 just for the showcase 
at present

Frog 100 diesel probably for lightened Frog 45 or pylon Le-Kid
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